SCHOOL REDESIGN
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION FORM
Please tell us about your organization and its accomplishments, and how your organization can
help the students of Colorado reach their potential by completing the following form.
Instructions
 Please submit your organization’s response electronically to: PartnerRFI@cde.state.co.us






by Friday, February 23, 2018 at 5:00 PM MST. Late responses may be accepted or rejected
by CDE at its sole discretion.
Please address all of the questions in this application for your organization type. You may
exceed the length of the boxes in the form – the PDF form will automatically add a scroll
button within the box. However, please strive to keep answers concise.
You may submit additional attachments that are directly relevant and provide additional
support or evidence for the responses in the RFI form.
If there are any questions about the RFI process or the PDF form, please address those to
Brenda Bautsch at Bautsch_b@cde.state.co.us.

Public Posting and Release of Information
 CDE will publicly post the responses that sufficiently address all of the questions listed in the RFI
and provide concrete evidence of improving student outcomes in low-performing schools on
CDE’s public website for schools and other interested parties to access the information:
http://www.cde.state.co.us/accountability/performance
 This information will be posted no later than March 23, 2018.
 Further, all information submitted in response to this RFI (inclusive of submissions that are not
posted on CDE’s website) are subject to public release through the Colorado Open Records Act,
CRS § 24-72-200.1, et seq.
Additional Information on the RFI Process
 In the event that a response is incomplete, missing information or needs additional evidence,
CDE at its sole discretion may reach out to the respondent for more information or a
resubmission, or CDE may elect not to include the response on its publicly posted list.
 This Request for Information will be re-opened annually to allow for additions to the public
list of providers.
 If a provider is added to CDE’s public list through this RFI process and needs to make
changes to the posted information, please contact Brenda Bautsch at
Bautsch_b@cde.state.co.us.

Background
Blueprint Schools Network
1) Organization name: _______________________________________________________

2) Organization contact person and contact email and phone number:
Matthew Spengler, Founder and Executive Director
________________________________________________________________________
mspengler@blueprintschools.org and 617-243-9620
________________________________________________________________________

3) How would you classify your organization? You may check more than one category:
o Charter network, charter management organization or charter school
o Turnaround leader development provider
o
✔ Management organization or non-profit network.
4) Describe what geographical regions in Colorado you would prefer to work in:
Blueprint Schools Network (Blueprint) has previously worked with Denver Public
Schools and currently partners with the Lake County School District in Leadville.
With our experience in both urban and rural districts, we do not have a preference.
If Blueprint has multiple district partnerships, it would be preferable if they are
nearby so we can invest in a full-time program director in Colorado.

5) Please complete the following online form to select which school districts your
organization is willing and able to engage with: https://goo.gl/forms/8gceFV5PVEVnQZ0e2

If applying as a management partner or non-profit network please complete the following
questions:
1) Please list which of the following roles your organization can serve (check all that apply).
See Table 1 above for a description of the roles listed below.
○ Whole system
✔
✔
○ Instructional transformation
✔
○ Talent development
✔
○ Culture shift
✔
○ Turnaround leadership
Executive Coaching
○ Other: ____________________________
✔
2) How will you differentiate your services to meet the unique needs of schools and
districts in Colorado, especially those with historically underserved students?
Blueprint Schools Network takes research-based practices from high performing charter
schools and partners with districts to implement them within traditional public schools. We
were founded in 2010 as a national nonprofit organization to promote educational equity and
improve life outcomes for students. Blueprint works as an intermediary with districts to plan,
implement, and monitor school turnaround strategies to close the achievement gap in their
lowest-performing schools.
Blueprint’s approach to rapidly improving student achievement is to partner with school
districts to implement and monitor our research-based, five-strategy framework which
dovetails with many of the elements of The Center on School Turnaround’s Four Domains of
Rapid School Improvement. Through this effort, Blueprint ensures that our Partner Schools
embrace a comprehensive approach to:
1. Investing in human capital
2. Increasing instructional time
3. Organizing, synthesizing, and using student and school performance data
4. Developing a school culture of high expectations
5. Providing students with small-group, differentiated instruction
We believe that the achievement gap can be closed when human capital, school culture, use
of time, small group tutoring, and data are integrated as part of a comprehensive and
consistent approach to school improvement. We also believe that sustaining and scaling
school improvement and student interventions requires district investment and
capacity-building. Thus, our partnerships are designed to leverage what school districts are
already doing well and then build systems and share knowledge so that our school
turnaround framework is implemented consistently and with high quality across all network
schools. In this way, we differentiate our services to meet the unique needs of schools and
districts.
We also differentiate our services based on our two key bodies of work, the Blueprint Math
Fellows Program and our School Improvement Partnerships. The Math Fellows Program is
an intensive, daily, in-school tutoring program designed to accelerate math achievement by
providing students with individualized, standards-based academic support in a small-group

3) When considering partnering with a school or district that you have not partnered with
before, what would be the key aspects or conditions of an agreement you would need
to have in place with the district (or authorizer) in order to make your school successful?

Since Blueprint has two distinct program services, we apply an analysis model that assesses
the supporting conditions and capacity of a potential district partner and the complexity of
the school turnaround. This analysis helps us decide which program (school partner or Math
Fellows program) will work best for the district to achieve its goals. From our experience
working with both urban and rural districts, the most important attribute of an ideal district
partner comes down to the mindsets of the people with whom we team. Our work relies on
partnership and on developing enduring working relationships that are grounded in a focus
on student achievement, collaboration, a shared sense of urgency, innovative problem
solving and a long term commitment to changing life outcomes for students.
When entering into a partnership, Blueprint crafts a scope of services proposal that outlines
the specific strategic planning, foundation setting, and implementation outcomes for the
initiative. Then, Blueprint and the District sign a formal MOU that details assurances for both
parties that we believe are essential for long-term success. The following highlights of the
district assurances we seek are as follows:
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Blueprint Fellows Program was selected by the Corporation for National and Community
Service (CNCS) to become an AmeriCorps affiliated program. Finally, our current
partnership with Lake County Schools in Leadville, CO includes supporting the district to
execute coherent k-12 district improvement while leveraging the strengths of multiple
partners including Expeditionary Learning and the Achievement Network.

Evidence of Track Record of Improved Student and School Outcomes (ALL respondents)
1) Please illustrate your organization’s track record in dramatically improving schools or
districts and radically increasing outcomes for targeted groups of students. Include a
description of the criteria and the data that you use to determine the impact of your
work. Please highlight the context and location of where this work has occurred. Formal
research studies are preferred, if available.
Since the launch of our initial partnership with Denver Public Schools in 2010, Blueprint has
expanded across the country and partnered with more than 100 schools serving over 20,000
students in Oakland (CA); Denver and Leadville (CO); East St. Louis and Madison (IL);
Boston, Holyoke, and Salem (MA); and St. Louis (MO). During the current academic year
(2017-2018), Blueprint partners with Lake County School District in Colorado, East St. Louis
School District 189, Madison Community Unit School District 12 (IL), Holyoke Public Schools
(MA), and the Oakland Unified School District to serve more than 2,200 students.
When Blueprint partners with a district, we align our expected outcomes with district and
school goals. If needed, we also include a set of research-based student predictive
outcomes and indicators. Specific indicators vary according to the project scope but have
included 8th grade Math and ELA proficiency, Middle and High School On-track indicators
(attendance, behavior, grade level readiness), and college access indicators like SAT
scores.
Blueprint also measures the impact of our work using state assessment results. Here are a
few highlights of our work with districts across the country and student performance results
that we believe demonstrate a strong and consistent track record or dramatically improving
outcomes for students.
Denver Public Schools
In November 2010, the Denver Public Schools (DPS) Board of Education approved a
comprehensive turnaround initiative for the Far Northeast feeder pattern of Denver, a region
of DPS that has suffered from persistently low levels of student achievement. In response to
the Board’s mandate, DPS created the Denver Summit Schools Network (DSSN). In the fall
of 2011, nine schools began their inaugural year of a five-year partnership working with
Blueprint on implementing the five strategy framework.
Some of the milestones achieved include:
• In 2012, after one year of partnership:
o Three out of six schools ranked in the top 7% of schools statewide for growth in reading.
o All partner schools ranked in the top 13% of 1,829 schools in the State of Colorado for
student growth in math using Colorado’s Median Growth Percentile metric.
o Out of 992 elementary schools in Colorado, Green Valley Elementary School ranked #3 for
student performance growth in Math and #49 for reading. McGlone Elementary School
ranked #9 for student performance growth in Math and #59 for reading.
o Out of 336 high schools in Colorado, High Tech High School ranked #5 for student
performance growth in Math, which is greater than 98% of all other high schools in Colorado.
Collegiate Prep Academy ranked #25 for student performance growth in Math.
o For the first time in its 33 year history, Montbello High School in Denver Public Schools

References
For management partners and turnaround leader development providers, please include the
name and contact information for the last three schools or districts your organization
contracted with. These schools or districts will be contacted by CDE staff for references.
For charter school networks, CMOs and individual charter schools who are submitting
information, please list three references that could speak to your capacity to support successful
student outcomes in a turnaround environment, including a current authorizer of one of your
schools.
Reference # 1:
Chuck Carpenter
Director of Financial Planning & Analysis and Budget
Denver Public Schools
charles_carpenter@dpsk12.org

Reference # 2:
Jesse Dixon
Executive Director at SIUE East St. Louis Center
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
jessdix@siue.edu

Reference # 3:
Devon Horton
Deputy Superintendent of Achievement and Administration
East Saint Louis School District 189
devon.horton@estl189.com
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PROGRAM BASICS

The Blueprint
Fellows
program
provides daily,
small group
tutoring sessions
in math to
students across
grades K-12
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PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

They enroll 207 6th and 7th
grade students in full-year
tutoring across the district

In Oakland School District, 5
middle schools participated in
the Fellows program during the
2016-2017 school year
Oakland Unified
School District

United for
Success

Bret Harte

Frick
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West
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Roots

= 10 students
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MEASURING IMPACT IN STANDARD
DEVIATIONS
In this presentation, we will measure Blueprint’s impact using standard deviations
(SD). Increases in standard deviation are a common tool that researchers use to
measure student growth.

Successful interventions often
achieve impacts that are a
fraction of a standard deviation.
While this may seem small, it
translates into large gains for
students.

For example - if student scores
are distributed normally, then a
gain of .5 of a SD would move
a student who originally scored
better than 50% of their peers
to scoring better than 69%.

69th
percentile

50%

84%
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97.6%

99.7%
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FELLOWS ARE SIMILAR TO PEERS PRE-PROGRAM
Students enrolled in the Fellows program are demographically similar to non-fellows
students in race, gender, and % of special needs students. However, students in the
program start the year underperforming relative to their peers on several key metrics.

Fellows
program
students

Non-Fellows
program
students

2398

Average math score*

2466

93%

Attendance rate

95%

.18

Suspension rate

.1

26%

% of English learners

23%
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* On the Math SBAC 2016 test
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FELLOWS START THE YEAR
UNDERPERFORMING
In the majority of middle schools, students enrolled in the Fellows program started the year with
worse scores in math than students in the same school and grade not enrolled in the program
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FELLOWS IMPROVE SIGNIFICANTLY POSTPROGRAM
But by the end of the program, students enrolled in the Fellows program had
substantially greater improvement in test scores than students not enrolled in the
program at 4 out of 5 schools
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FELLOWS OUTPACE OTHER OUSD 6TH & 7TH
GRADERS
Improvement from SY15/16 to 16/17
on the SBAC Math Exam (in SD)

After one year, the
average student in
the Fellows
program improved
.25 standard
deviations (SD)
more than other 6th
and 7th graders in the
same middle schools

.3

Standard deviations

.25
.2
.15
.1
.05
0

6th & 7th graders
in non-Fellows
schools

6th & 7th graders
in Fellows
schools

Fellows
Students
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FELLOWS DELIVERS MEANINGFUL GAINS IN
SCORES

Even after accounting for
relevant factors that may
impact student
improvement – such as
differences in teacher and
school quality – students
enrolled in the Fellows
program improve .103
SD in math, an increase
that can be directly
attributed to the program
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PROGRAM ADDS EQUIVALENT OF 40% OF SCHOOL
YEAR
Some economists estimate that the average student gains .25SD in test scores
over the course of a single school year.*

Using this metric, the Fellows program adds an average
additional 3.5 months of schooling to a child’s education

*Hanushek, Peterson, Woessmann. “International and U.S. State Trends in Student Performance.” 2012.
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FELLOWS EXCELS IN COST EFFECTIVENESS
On a cost effectiveness basis, Blueprint delivers better results for each
additional dollar spent on student achievement than most other intensive
educational interventions
Cost effectiveness of program (SD/$ spent)
.3
.25
.2
.15
.1
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CHECC

Perry
Preschool

Abecedarian
Project

Blueprint
Fellows
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